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WELCOME

Welcome to the Living Popups illustrated and
augmented reality enabled printing of Animal
Farm by George Orwell.

Published in 1945 as a commentary on the
nobility of Soviet communism, the themes still
ring true today and serve as a warning about the
dangers of political terrorism.

In this version, at key points in the text, AR
enabled illustrations serve as targets that come
to life on a mobile device running the Living
Popups AR Reading Companion App*. The
popups give context and additional background
to help you understand the story and give
important and interesting context.

Simply start the app, point the camera at the
illustration and let the characters of Animal
Farm take it from there.

* Search the iOS and Android app-stores for Afarm AR

James Dixon
Animal Farm is still protected under copyright in the United States. This pdf contains sample pages from the enhanced Living Popups version for purposes of illustrating the augmented reality reading companion functionality.





Mr. Jones, of the Manor Farm, had locked the hen-
houses for the night, but was too drunk to remember to
shut the pop-holes. With the ring of light from his
lantern dancing from side to side, he lurched across the
yard, kicked off his boots at the back door, drew himself
a last glass of beer from the barrel in the scullery, and
made his way up to bed, where Mrs. Jones was already
snoring.
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Three nights later old Major died peacefully in his
sleep. His body was buried at the foot of the orchard.

This was early in March. During the next three
months there was much secret activity. Major's speech
had given to the more intelligent animals on the farm
a completely new outlook on life. They did not know
when the Rebellion predicted by Major would take
place, they had no reason for thinking that it would be
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"Jones used sometimes tomix some of it in our mash,"
said one of the hens.

"Never mind the milk, comrades!" cried Napoleon,
placing himself in front of the buckets. "That will be
attended to. The harvest is more important. Comrade
Snowball will lead the way. I shall follow in a few
minutes. Forward, comrades! The hay is waiting."

So the animals trooped down to the hayfield to begin
the harvest, and when they came back in the evening it
was noticed that the milk had disappeared.
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How they toiled and sweated to get the hay in! But
their efforts were rewarded, for the harvest was an even
bigger success than they had hoped.

Sometimes the work was hard; the implements had
been designed for human beings and not for animals,
and it was a great drawback that no animal was able to
use any tool that involved standing on his hind legs.
But the pigs were so clever that they could think of a
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By the late summer the news of what had happened
on Animal Farm had spread across half the county.
Every day Snowball and Napoleon sent out flights of
pigeons whose instructions were to mingle with the
animals on neighbouring farms, tell them the story of
the Rebellion, and teach them the tune of 'Beasts of
England'.

Most of this time Mr. Jones had spent sitting in the
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As winter drew on, Mollie became more and more
troublesome. She was late for work every morning and
excused herself by saying that she had overslept, and
she complained of mysterious pains, although her
appetite was excellent. On every kind of pretext she
would run away from work and go to the drinking pool,
where she would stand foolishly gazing at her own
reflection in the water. But there were also rumours of
something more serious. One day, as Mollie strolled
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manoeuvre to get rid of Snowball, who was a dangerous
character and a bad influence. Now that Snowball was
out of the way, the plan could go forward without his
interference. This, said Squealer, was something called
tactics. He repeated a number of times, "Tactics,
comrades, tactics!" skipping round and whisking his
tail with a merry laugh. The animals were not certain
what the word meant, but Squealer spoke so
persuasively, and the three dogs who happened to be
with him growled so threateningly, that they accepted
his explanation without further questions.
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All that year the animals worked like slaves. But they
were happy in their work; they grudged no effort or
sacrifice, well aware that everything that they did was
for the benefit of themselves and those of their kind
who would come after them, and not for a pack of idle,
thieving human beings.

Throughout the spring and summer they worked a
sixty-hour week, and in August Napoleon announced
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It was a bitter winter. The stormy weather was
followed by sleet and snow, and then by a hard frost
which did not break till well into February. The animals
carried on as best they could with the rebuilding of the
windmill, well knowing that the outside world was
watching them and that the envious human beings
would rejoice and triumph if the mill were not finished
on time.
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might possibly have protested, but at this moment the
sheep set up their usual bleating of "Four legs good,
two legs bad," which went on for several minutes and
put an end to the discussion.

So 'Beasts of England' was heard no more. In its place
Minimus, the poet, had composed another song which
began:

Animal Farm, Animal Farm,

Never through me shalt thou come to harm!

and this was sung every Sunday morning after the
hoisting of the flag. But somehow neither the words
nor the tune ever seemed to the animals to come up to
'Beasts of England'.
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A few days later, when the terror caused by the
executions had died down, some of the animals
remembered--or thought they remembered--that the
Sixth Commandment decreed "No animal shall kill any
other animal." And though no one cared to mention it
in the hearing of the pigs or the dogs, it was felt that
the killings which had taken place did not square with
this. Clover asked Benjamin to read her the Sixth
Commandment, and when Benjamin, as usual, said that
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Boxer's split hoof was a long time in healing. They
had started the rebuilding of the windmill the day after
the victory celebrations were ended. Boxer refused to
take even a day off work, and made it a point of honour
not to let it be seen that he was in pain. In the evenings
he would admit privately to Clover that the hoof
troubled him a great deal. Clover treated the hoof with
poultices of herbs which she prepared by chewing
them, and both she and Benjamin urged Boxer to work
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Years passed. The seasons came and went, the short
animal lives fled by. A time came when there was no
one who remembered the old days before the
Rebellion, except Clover, Benjamin, Moses the raven,
and a number of the pigs.

Muriel was dead; Bluebell, Jessie, and Pincher were
dead. Jones too was dead--he had died in an inebriates'
home in another part of the country. Snowball was
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